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Abstract. User-generated content has dominated the web’s recent
growth and today the so-called real-time web provides us with unprecedented access to the real-time opinions, views, and ratings of millions of
users. For example, Twitter’s 200m+ users are generating in the region
of 1000+ tweets per second. In this work, we propose that this data can
be harnessed as a useful source of recommendation knowledge. We describe a social news service called Buzzer that is capable of adapting to
the conversations that are taking place on Twitter to ranking personal
RSS subscriptions. This is achieved by a content-based approach of mining trending terms from both the public Twitter timeline and from the
timeline of tweets published by a user’s own Twitter friend subscriptions.
We also present results of a live-user evaluation which demonstrates how
these ranking strategies can add better item filtering and discovery value
to conventional recency-based RSS ranking techniques.

1

Introduction

The real-time web (RTW) is emerging as new technologies enable a growing
number of users to share information in multi-dimensional contexts. Sites such as
Twitter (www.twitter.com), Foursquare (www.foursquare.com) are platforms
for real-time blogging, messaging and live video broadcasting to friends and a
wider global audience. Companies can get instantaneous feedback on products
and services from RTW sites such as Blippr (www.blippr.com). Our research
focusses on the real-time web, in all of its various forms, as a potentially powerful source of recommendation data. For example, we consider the possibility
of mining user profiles based on their Twitter postings. If so, we can use this
profile information as a way to rank items, user recommendation, products and
services for these users, even in the absence of more traditional forms of preference data or transaction histories [6]. We may also provide a practical solution
to the cold-start problem [13] of sparse profiles of users’ interests, an issue that
has plagued many item discovery and recommender systems to date.
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Online news is a well-trodden research field, with many good reasons why
IR and AI techniques have the potential to improve the way we consume news
online. For a start there is the sheer volume of news stories that users must deal
with, plus we have varied tastes and preferences with respect to what we are interesting in reading about. At the same time, news is a biased form of media that
is increasingly driven by the stories that are capable of selling advertising. Niche
stories that may be of interest to a small portion of readers often get buried. All
of this has contributed to a long history of using recommender systems to help
users navigate through the sea of stories that are published everyday based on
learned profiles of users. For example, Google News (http://news.google.com)
is a topically segregated mashup of a number of feeds, with automatic ranking
strategies based on user interactions (click-histories & click-thrus) [5]. It is an
example of a hybrid technique for news recommendation, as it utilises a user’s
search keywords from Google itself as a support for explicit ratings. Another popular example is Digg (www.digg.com), whose webpage rating service generally
leads to a high overlap of selected topical news items [12].
This paper extends some of the previous work presented in [15], which described an early prototype of the Buzzer system, in two ways. First, we describe
a more comprehensive and robust recommendation framework that has been extended both in terms of the different sources of recommendation knowledge and
the recommendation strategies that it users. Secondly, we describe the result of
a live-user evaluation with 35 users over a 1 month period, and based on more
than 30,000 news stories and in excess of 50 million Twitter messages, the results
of which describe interesting usage patterns compared to recency benchmarks.

2

Background

Many research opportunities remain when considering how to adapt recommendation techniques to tackle the so-called information explosion on the web. Digg,
for example, mines implicit click-thrus of articles as well as ratings and usertagging folksonomies as a basis of content retrieval for users [12]. One of the
byproducts of Digg’s operation is that users’ browsing and sharing activities
generally involve socially or temporally topical items, so as such it has been
branded as a sort of news service [12]. Difficulties arise where it is necessary
for many users to implicitly (click, share, tag) and explicitly (star or digg) rate
items many times for those items to emerge as topical things. Also, there would
be considerable item churn, that is, the corpus of data is constantly updating
and item relevances are constantly fluctuating. The space of documents themselves could be defined by Brusilovsky and Henze as an Open Corpus Adaptive
Hypermedia System in that there is an open corpus of documents (though topic
specific), that can constantly change and expand [3].
Google News is a popular service that uses (mostly unpublished) recommendation techniques to filter 4500 partner news providers to present an aggregated
view for registered users of popular and topical content [5]. Items are usually
between several seconds to 30 days old, and appear on the “front page” based
on click-thrus and key-word term Google—search queries. The ranking itself is
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mostly based on click-thru rates of items, higher ranked items have more clicks.
Issues arise with new and topical items struggling to get to the “front page”, as
it is necessary for a critical-mass of clicks from many users. Das et al. [5] mostly
describe scalability of the system as an issue with the service, and propose several techniques know to be capable of dealing with such issues. These included
MinHash, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) and Latent Semantic
Hashing (LSH) as component algorithms in an overall hybrid system.
Content-based approaches are widely discussed in many branches of recommender systems [2,9,13,14]. Examples such as the News@Hand semantic system
by Cantador et al. [4] show encouraging moves towards considering the content of
the news items themselves. The authors use semantic annotation and ontologies
to structure items into groups, while matching this to similarly structured user
profiles of preferred items — unfortunately the success of these are based on the
quality and existence of established domain ontologies. Our approach is to look
at the most atomic components of the content, the individual terms themselves.
There is currently considerable research attention being paid to Twitter and
the real-time web in general. RTW services provide access to new types of information and the real-time nature of these data streams provide as many opportunities as they do challenges. In addition, companies like Twitter and Yahoo
have adopted a very open approach to making their data available and Twitter’s
developer API provides researchers with access to a huge volume of information
for example. It is no surprise then that the recent literature includes analyses of
Twitter’s real-time data, largely with a view to developing an early understanding of why and how people are using services like Twitter [7,8,11]. For instance,
the work of Kwak et al. [11] describes a very comprehensive analysis of Twitter
users and Twitter usage, covering almost 42m users, nearly 1.5bn social connections, and over 100m tweets. In this work, the authors have examined reciprocity
and homophily among Twitter users, they have compared a number of different
ways to evaluate user influence, as well as investigating how information diffuses
through the Twitter ecosystem as a result of social relationships and retweeting behaviour. Similarly, Krishnamurthy et al. identify classes of Twitter users
based on behaviours and geographical dispersion [10]. They highlight the process of producing and consuming content based on retweet actions, where users
source and disseminate information through the network.
We are interested in the potential to use near-ubiquitous user-generated content as a source of preference and profiling information in order to drive recommendation, as such in this research context Buzzer is termed a content-based
recommender. User-generated content is inherently noisy but it is plentiful, and
recently researchers have started to consider its utility in recommendation. There
has been some recent work [17] on the role of tags in recommender systems, and
researchers have also started to leverage user-generated reviews as a way to recommend and filter products and services. For example, Acair et al. look at the
use of user-generated movie reviews from IMDb as part of a movie recommender
system [1] and similar ideas are discussed in [18].
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of Buzzer, with personalized news results for a given user

Both of these instances of related work look to mine review content as an additional source of recommendation knowledge (in a similar way to the contentboosted collaborative filtering technique in Melville et al. [13]), but they rely on
the availability of detailed item reviews, which may run to hundreds of words
but which may not always be available. In this paper, we consider trending and
emerging topics on user-generated content sites like twitter as a way to automatically derive recommendation data for topical news and web-item discovery.

3

The Buzzer System

People talk about news and events on Twitter all of the time. They share web
pages about news stories. They express their views on recent stories. They even
report on emerging news stories as they happen. Surely then it is logical to
think of Twitter as a source of news information and news preferences? The
challenge of course is that Twitter is borderline chaotic: tweets are little more
than impressions of information through fleeting moments of time. Can we really
hope to make sense of this signal and noise and harness the chaos as a way
to search, filter and rank news stories? This is the objective of the research
presented in this paper. Specifically, we aim to mine Twitter information, from
both public data streams, and the streams of related users, as a way to identify
discriminating terms that are capable of being used to highlight breaking and
interesting news stories.
As such the Buzzer system adopts a content-based technique to recommending
news articles, but instead of using structured user profiles we use unstructured
real-time feeds from Twitter. In effect, the user messages (tweets) themselves act

Strategy xs input data feeds
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Fig. 2. Generating results for a given strategy. System mines a specified RSS and
Twitter source and uses the co-occuring technique described to generate a set of results,
which will be interleaved with other sets to produce the final list shown to users.

as an implicit ratings system for promoting and filtering content for retrieval in
a large space of items of varied topicality or relevance to users.
3.1

System Architecture

The high-level Buzzer system architecture is presented in Figure 2. In summary,
Buzzer generates two content indexes, one from Twitter (including public tweets
and Buzzer-user tweets as discussed below) and one from the RSS feeds of Buzzer
users. Buzzer looks for correlations between the terms that are present in tweets
and RSS articles and ranks articles accordingly. In this way, articles with content
that appear to match the content of recent Twitter chatter (whether public or
user related) will receive high scores during recommendation. Figure 1 shows a
sample list of recommendations for a particular user. Buzzer itself is developed
as a web application and can take the place of a user’s normal RSS reader: the
user continues to have access to their favourite RSS feeds but in addition, by
syncing Buzzer with their Twitter account, they have the potential to benefit
from a more informative ranking of news stories based on their inferred interests.
3.2

Strategies

Each Buzzer user brings two types of information to the system — (1) their RSS
feeds; (2) their Twitter social graph — and this suggests a number of different
ways of combining tweets and RSS during recommendation. In this paper, we
explore 4 different news retrieval strategies (S1 − S4) as outlined in Figure 3.
For example, stories/articles can be mined from a user’s personal RSS feeds or
from the RSS feeds of the wider Buzzer community. Moreover, stories can be
ranked based on the tweets of the user’s own Twitter social graph, that is the
tweets of their friends and followers, or from the tweets of the public Twitter
timeline. This gives us 4 different retrieval strategies as follows (as visualized in
Figure 3):

Community
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Personal

RSS Sources
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Fig. 3. Buzzer Strategy Matrix

1. S1 — Public Twitter Feed / Personal RSS Articles: mine tweets from the
public timeline, searches the user’s index of RSS items.
2. S2 — Friends Twitter Feed / Personal RSS Articles: mine tweets from people
the user follows, searches the user’s index of RSS items.
3. S3 — Public Twitter Feed / Community Pool of RSS Articles: mine tweets
from the public timeline, searches the entire space of RSS items gathered
from all users’s subscriptions.
4. S4 — Friends Twitter Feed / Community Pool of RSS Articles: mine tweets
from the public timeline, searches the entire space of RSS items gathered
from all users’s subscriptions.
In the evaluation section of this paper we will add a 5th strategy as a standard
benchmark (ranking stories by recency).
As explained in the pseudo-code in Figure 3(a), the system generates four
distinct sets of results based on varied inputs. Given a user, u, and a set of
RSS articles, R, and a set of Tweets, T , the system separately indexes both to
produce two Lucene indexes1 . The resulting index terms are then extracted from
these RSS and Twitter indexes as the basis to produce RSS and Twitter term
vectors, MR and MT , respectively.
We then identify the set of terms, Q, that co-occur in MT and MR ; these are
the words that are present in the latest tweets and the most recent RSS stories
and they provide the basis for our technique. Each term, qi , is used as a query
against the RSS index to retrieve the set of articles A that contain qi along with
their associated TF-IDF (term frequency inverse document frequency) score [16].
Thus each co-occurring term, qi is associated with a set of articles a1 , ...an , which
1

Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org) is an open-source search API, it proved useful
when dealing with efficiently storing these documents and has native TF-IDF support.
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R: rss articles, T: tweets, A: Entire set of results from all q
LT: lucene tweet index, LR: lucene rss index,
MT: tweet terms map, MR: rss terms map, Q: co-occuring terms map,

RecListForStrategys: recommendation list for given strategy
1. define RecommendArticles(R, T, k)
2.

LT  indexTweets(T)

3.

LR  indexFeeds(R)

4.

MT  mineTweetTerms(LT)

5.

MR  mineRSSTerms(LR)

6.

Q

7.
8.
9.

a0

a2

a3

q0 0.12

 findCoOccuringTerms(MR, MT)

q1

0.23 0.37

q2

For each qi in Q Do
a  retrieveArticles(qi, aj, LR)

0.3

q3 0.24 0.22

For each aj in A Do

10.

a1

Sj  Sj + TFIDF(qi, aj, LR)

11.
12.

End

13.

RecList  Rank All aj by Score Sj

q4 0.11

End

q5

14.
return top-k(RecList, k)
15.
End
16. End

0.2
0.15

Σ 0.47 0.6 0.57 0.3

(a) Main algorithm for given strategy

(b) Hit-matrix-like scoring

Fig. 4.

contain t, and the TF-IDF score for qi in each of a1 , ...an to produce a matrix
as shown in Figure 3. To calculate an overall score for each article we simply
compute the sum of the TF-IDF scores across all of the terms associated with
that article as per Equation 1. In this way, articles which contain many tweet
terms with higher TF-IDF scores are preferred to articles that contain fewer
tweet terms with lower TF-IDF scores. Finally, retrieving the recommendation
list is a simple matter of selecting the top k articles with the highest scores. Each
time Buzzer mines an individual feed from a source, the articles are copied into
both the user’s individual article pool, and a community pool. Each article has
a differing relevance score in either pool, as their TF-IDF score changes based
on the other content in the local directory with it.
!
element(ai , qi )
(1)
Score(ai ) =
∀qi

For a user, four results-lists are generated, and the fifth recency-based list is
gathered by collecting the latest to 2-day old articles (as the update windows on
each feed can vary). Items from each of these strategies are interleaved into a
single results list for presentation to the user (this technique is dependent on our
experimental setup, explained further in the next section). Finally, the user is
presented with results and is encouraged to click on each item to navigate to the
source website to read the rest of its contents. We capture this click-thru as well
as other data such as username, the position in the list the result is, the score
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and other data, and consider the act of clicking it as a metric for a successful
recommendation.

4

User Evaluation

We undertook a live-user evaluation of the Buzzer system, designed to examine
the recommendation effectiveness of its constituent social, RTW, retrieval and
filtering techniques (S1 − S4) alongside a more typical recency-based story recommendation strategy (S5). Overall our interest is not so much concerned with
whether one strategy is superior to others — because in reality we believe that
different strategies are likely to have a role to play in news story recommendation
— but rather to explore the reaction of users to the combination of strategies.
4.1

Evaluation Setup

As part of this evaluation, we re-developed the original Buzzer system [15] with a
more comprehensive interface providing users with access to a full range of news
consumption features. Individual users were able to easily add their favourite
RSS feeds (or pick from a list of feeds provided by other users) and sync up
their Twitter accounts, to provide Buzzer with access to their social graph. In
addition, at news reading time users could choose to trash, promote, demote,
and even re-tweet specific stories. Moreover, users could opt to consume their
news stories from the Buzzer web site and/or sign up to a daily email digest of
stories. In this evaluation we focus on the reaction of users to the daily digest
of email stories since it provides us with a consistent and reasonably reliable
(once-per-day) view of news consumption.
This version of Buzzer was configured to generate news-lists based on a combination of the 5 different recommendation strategies: S1 − S4, and S5, as described in Section 3. Each daily email digest contained 25 stories in 5 blocks
of 5 stories each. Each block of 5 stories was made up of a random order of
one story from each of S1 − S5; this the first block of 5 stories contained the
top-place recommendations from S1 − S5, in a random order, the second block
contained the second-place stories from S1 − S5, in a random order, and so on.
We did this to prevent any positional bias, whereby stories from one strategy
might always appear ahead of, or below, some other strategy. Thus every email
digest contained a mixture of news stories as summarized in Section 3.
The evaluation itself consisted of 35 active users; these were users who had
registered with Buzzer, signed up to the email digest, and interacted with the
system on at least two occasions. The results presented relate to usage data
gathered during the 31 days of March 2010. During this timeframe we gathered
a total of 56 million public tweets (for use in strategies S1 and S3) and 537,307
tweets from the social graphs of the 35 registered users (for use in S2 and S4).
In addition, the 35 users registered a total of 281 unique RSS feeds as story
sources and during the evaluation period these feeds generated a total of 31,137
unique stories/articles. During the evaluation, Buzzer issued 1,085 emails. We
considered participants were fairly active Twitter users, with 145 friends, 196
followers and 1241 tweets sent, on average.
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Results

As mentioned above, our primary interest in this evaluation is understanding the
response profile of participants across the different recommendation strategies.
To begin with, Figure 5(a) presents the total per-strategy click-thrus received
for stories across the 31 days of email digests, across the participants. It is
interesting to note that, as predicted all of the strategies do receive click-thrus
for their recommendations, as expected.
Overall, we can see that strategies S1 and S2 tend to outperform the other
strategies; for example, S1 and S2 received about 110 click-thrus each, just over
35% more than strategies S3 and S4, and about about 20% more than the
default recency strategy, S5. Strategies S1, S2, and S5 retrieve stories from the
user’s own registered RSS feeds, and so there is a clear preference among the
users for stories from these sources. However, stories from these feeds that are
retrieved based on real-time web activity (S1 and S2) attract more click-thrus
than when these stories are retrieved based on recency (S5). Clearly users are
benefiting from the presentation of more relevant stories due to S1 and S2.
Moreover it is interesting to note that there is little difference between the
relevance of stories (as measured by click-thru) ranked by the users own social
graph (S2) compared to those ranked by the Twitter public at large (S1). Of
course both of these strategies mine the user’s own RSS feeds to begin with
and so there is an assumed relevance in relation to these stories, but clearly
there is some value, for the end user, in receiving stories ranked by their friends’
activities and by the activities of the wider public. Participants responded less
frequently to stories ranked highly by strategies S3 and S4, although it must be
said that these strategies still manage to attract about 30% of total click-thrus.
This is perhaps to be expected; for a start, both of these strategies sourced
their result lists from RSS feeds that were not part of the user’s regular RSS-list;
a typical user registered 15 or so RSS feeds as part of their Buzzer sign-up and
the stories ranked by S3 and S4, for a given user, came from the 250+ other
feeds contributed by the community. By definition then these feeds are likely to
be of lesser relevance to a given user (otherwise, presumably, they would have
formed part of their RSS submission). Nevertheless, users did regularly respond
favourably to recommendations derived from these RSS feeds.
We see little difference between the ranking strategies with only fractionally
more click-thrus associated with stories ranked by the public tweets than for
stories ranked by the tweets of the user’s own social graph.
It is also useful to consider the median position of click-thrus in the resultlists across the different strategies. Figure 5(b) shows this data for each strategy,
calculated across emails when there is at least one click-thru for the strategy in
question. We see, for example, that the median click-thru position for S1 is 4
and S2 is 5, compared to 2 and 3 for S3 and S4, respectively, and compared to
3 for S5. On the face of it strategies S3 and S4 seem to attract click-thrus for
items positioned higher in the result lists. However, this could also be explained
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Fig. 5. Main Results

by the fact that the high click-thru rates for S1, S2, S5 mean that more items
are selected per recommendation list, on average, and these additional items will
have higher positions by definition.
Figure 5(c) shows depicts the winning strategy Si on a given day dj if Si
receives more click-thrus than any other strategy during dj , across the 31 days
of the evaluation. We can see that strategy S2 (user’s personal RSS feeds ranked
by the tweets of their social graph) wins out overall, dominating the click-thrus
of 10 out of the 31 days. Recency (S5) comes a close second (winning on 8 of
the days). Overall strategies S3 and S4 do less well here, collectively winning on
only 3 of 31 days.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

These results support the idea that each of the 5 recommendation strategies has
a useful role to play in helping users to consume relevant and interesting news
stories. Clearly there is an important opportunity to add value to the default
recency-based strategy that is epitomized by S5. The core contribution of this
work is to explore whether Twitter can be used as a useful recommendation
signal and strategies S1 − S4 suggest that this is indeed the case. It was not our
expectation that any single strategy would win outright, mostly because each
strategy focuses on the recommendation of different types of news stories, for
different reasons, and for a typical user, we broadly expected that they would
benefit from the combination of these strategies.
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In Figure 5(d), we summarize the click-thru data according to the framework
presented in Figure 3 by summing click-thru data across the diagram’s rows
and columns in order to describe aggregate click-thrus for different classes of
recommendation strategies. For example, we can look at the impact of different
Twitter sources (public vs. the user’s social graph) for ranking stories. Filtering
by the Twitter’s public timeline (S1 + S3) delivers a similar number of clickthrus (about 185) as when we filter by the user’s social graph (S2 + S4), and so
we can conclude that both approaches to retrieval and ranking have considerable
value. Separately, we can see that drawing stories from the larger community of
RSS feeds (S3 + S4) attracts fewer click-thrus (approximately 150) than stories
that are drawn from the user’s personal RSS feeds (strategies S1 + S2), which
attract about 225 click-thrus, which is acceptable and expected. These community strategies do highlight the opportunity for the user to engage and discover
interesting and relevant content they potentially wouldn’t have been exposed to
from their own subscriptions.
We have explored a variety of different strategies by harnessing Twitter’s public tweets, as well as the tweets from a user’s social graph, for the filtering of
stories from both personal and community RSS indexes. The results of the liveuser evaluation are positive. They demonstrate how different recommendation
strategies benefit users in different ways and overall we see that most users respond to recommendations that are derived from a variety of different strategies.
Overall users are more responsive to stories that come from their favourite RSS
feeds, whether ranked by public tweets or the tweets of their social graph, than
stories that are derived from a wider community repository of RSS stories.
There are many opportunities for further work within the scope of this research. Some suggestions include considering preference rankings and click-thrus
as part of the recommendation algorithm. Also, it will be interesting to consider
whether the reputation of users on Twitter has a bearing on how useful their
tweets are during ranking. Moreover, there are many opportunities to consider
more sophisticated filtering and ranking techniques above and beyond the TFIDF based approach adopted here. Finally, there are many other application
domains that may also benefit from this approach to recommendation: product
reviews and special offers, travel deals, URL recommendation, etc.
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